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Stream outline:
The inclusion ideal proposed by the UN Disability Rights Convention calls for a full access to the labour market regarding people with disabilities, i.e. free choice of employment and the right to further education and training. From an organisational perspective, these new demands on the level of legitimacy result into new requirements for the legitimacy of strategies, structures as well as practices.

In particular, HRM-strategies such as recruiting, training and promotion or knowledge transfer are thus put to the test. Organizational policies do not only need to provide access on the physical level but must also change in their organizational practices in regard to labour. According to this, working time regulations or professional everyday communication must be reviewed, changed and expanded. This raises the question, how such a Change Management towards an Inclusion Management can be done successfully. After all, many different, sometimes even highly individualized, perspectives and needs can be found on the various hierarchical and personal levels of work and participation. Affirmative strategies and privileges, which ontologise the concepts of disability and skills, are criticised for their groupism and positive discrimination. Especially, intersectional, gender and race research with a long standing tradition take part in this critical discussion of affirmative action.

For a long time, disability has been neglected in the intersectional research; even until today, the focus in most articles lies on the classical triad of sex-class-“race”/ethnicity. At the same time, disability studies open only slowly up for intersectional approaches, so that here as well just little insights are available. Experiences and findings in this area, however, would be of great interest in regard to the reflection, debate and development of the inclusion of disabled employees. For consequences following disabilities, chronic diseases or aging workforce also have implications for the management of work organization.

Therefore, we invite to this stream practitioners, experts and qualitative or quantitative focused researchers to share their notes, experiences, concerns and recommendations for the inclusion of people with disabilities into the general labour market and to discuss the topic beyond privileges and discrimination:

- What does it mean to abandon the term “disabled” and to focus systematically on the “enabling” by and within organizations and institutions? Following this: What are implications of preventive and interventional or stimulating policies?
- Where can the call for inclusion of disabled employees be located: as a business case or a normal response to societal change?
- How can management strategies and practices, based on the (seemingly) objective merit principle, be used and modified in order to promote inclusion?
- In how far have state imposed labour legislation laws in relation to other diverse attributed groups proved to be successful?
• How do recruitment and training strategies as well as working conditions and policy measures at the occupational and sectorial levels influence the employability of handicapped workers?
• Which insights, i.e. from knowledge transfers, can be applied and used for the topic of inclusion?
• To what extent does the visibility or invisibility of a disability influence whether an organization acts enabling or disabling?
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Abstracts/papers
EDI Conference and stream chairs welcome three forms of paper submissions to regular streams:
• Extended abstract: Customarily an extended abstract should be approximately 300-500 words including references. This is suitable for policy, intervention or research in its early stages of development.
• Developmental papers: These should be approximately 3,000-5,000 words, including references.
• Full papers: These are longer contributions approximately 5,000 words including references.

Abstracts and papers should be submitted electronically at: http://www.edi-conference.org/index.php, or can be sent directly to Dominik Baldin, Conxita Folguera and Caroline Richter

All submissions to the EDI conference should be original pieces which are not published elsewhere in any other form. Stream chairs may organise the sessions in different ways. However, in general, paper presentations at the conference will be a maximum of 20 minutes long, with 10 minutes for questions and discussion. Data projectors will be available in each conference room.

Important dates
• Abstract/developmental/full paper submission (first versions): 15 January 2014
• Response to authors (acceptance, acceptance with revisions following developmental feedback, rejection): 28 February 2014
• Deadline for full papers: 15 April 2014
• Best paper nominations and submission of best papers to the relevant associated journal (as agreed by submitter): 1 May 2014
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